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Preljocaj's 'Snow White' at the Harris Theater
DANCE REVIEW: 'Snow White' at the Harris Theater

Angelin Preljocaj's "Snow White" suggests an alternate universe that is equal parts Disney, Charles
Ludlam and the Brothers Grimm at their grimmest. It runs through Sunday at the Harris.

By Laura Molzahn, Special to the Tribune

11:12 a.m. CDT, May 3, 2014

Angelin Preljocaj's "Snow White" is something of a Frankenstein. Fortunately, it not only lives

and breathes—it has a kindly heart.

Preljocaj, who founded Ballet Preljocaj 30 years ago in France, has cobbled together a score

from bits and pieces of Mahler symphonies and a sound design of explosions and birdcalls.
He's added a few crucial props and set pieces—a magic mirror, a poisoned apple, a glass

coffin—and dropped them into minimalist but magical court and nature scenes. Working with

a cast of 24, costume designer Jean Paul Gaultier (yes, that Gaultier) creates nymphs and
satyrs, vaguely medieval courtiers, Rambo-style Green Berets, a heroine who manages to

combine the elegance of Greek tragedy with peek-a-boo cutouts, and a dominatrix evil

stepmom.

The blazingly visual result, running through Sunday at the Harris, suggests an alternate

universe that's equal parts Disney, Charles Ludlam and the Brothers Grimm at their

grimmest. But beneath the crazy exterior beats a heart transfixed by loss and transformation.
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In some ways, Thierry Leproust's stunning sets take center stage, in the palace's exquisitely

burnished coppery wall, in a terrifying shadowy forest, in an imposing rock face pocked with

the dwarfs' caves. The only misstep is a group of toadstools resembling free-form '60s
furniture, the site of flirtations that recall junior high make-out sessions.

Preljocaj's wide-legged, rocking choreography often suggests folk dance; it's energetic,
propulsive, not hugely nuanced. But at times, "Snow White" demands forms of control

comparable to what's required in classical and neoclassical dance. The mirror bits must be

precisely timed, and the awakening scene—when the Prince flings Snow White around

despairingly—requires her to look limp and lifeless while actually moving in invisible slow
motion. Tiny Emilie Lalande and her small but sturdy shining knight, Jean-Charles Jousni,

are superb.

The early scenes of "Snow White" are too long, and they plunk us down in a relentlessly

cynical, sexual universe. It's a relief—and a delight—to come upon the dwarfs in their

workaday yet enchanted world, aerial harnesses enabling them to soar over their rocky

landscape.

Like all the male characters, the dwarfs desire Snow White. But they also care for her,

welcoming her into their circle. Preljocaj's animal characters are likewise innocent—even the
evil queen's cats, but especially the woman-stag who, like Snow White's mother, sacrifices

herself so the girl may live.

The baby transforms into the glowing woman, and good-byes are not good-byes in this

"Snow White," whose vigorous arc ends in the poignant final duet, when the beloved is lost

and found at the same moment.
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